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CATALOG
Fall 2021



ABOUT OUR WINNING COVER DOG:  Storm is a Labrador Retriever from Fiskdale, MA.  “Storm is a best friend to everyone, and a 
beloved member of our family. Storm loves and lives to swim as often as possible, even after the leaves have started to fall.”   Congratulations to Storm, and 
thank you to the hundreds of fans who entered our contest. There is no doubt in our minds as to how much your dogs are loved.  Woof!

Fall 2021

As the Summer slowly draws to a close, I once again reflect on the past season. Like 

many, The Black Dog was confronted with staffing shortages and supply chain issues.  

At times, “all hands on deck” meant bringing family and friends aboard to assist and 

our crews found creative ways to keep our stores feeling full while anxiously awaiting 

new product to arrive.  However, there was a silver lining. Our hometowns welcomed 

more visitors than ever and your enthusiasm was contagious.  For that, we thank you.

In September, I was honored to receive the 2020-2021 Creative Living Award by the 

Martha’s Vineyard Community Foundation.  Back more years than I’d like to admit, 

I had the dream of bringing to life a 19th century, 108 foot schooner.  At that time, no 

one was interested in wooden boat building, nevermind such an ambitious project. Not 

one to give up on a challenge, with rallied support from friends in the community and 

some good humor, my dream became a reality  and the Shenandoah set sail in Vineyard 

Haven in 1964.  The Shenandoah continues to be a place where kids learn about sailing, 

friendships, and teamwork, and where young deckhands reflect on where life’s path 

may take them.  

Keeping dreams alive while challenged isn’t always easy, but with the support of 

good friends, shared photos of growing families and of new puppies, and stories of 

memorable vacations, we are reminded of  how important our dreams are, no matter 

how “off the leash” they may seem.

We look forward to the months ahead as we plan to further celebrate our “belated” 

50th Anniversary with you.  Best wishes to you and yours in the season ahead.

Capt. Bob and Family
Founder of The Black Dog Tavern Co., 1971

Out of one sailing Captain’s love for the sea, his island home, and of course, his dog, 
The Black Dog Brand was born.  
Learn more about the Legend of The Black Dog at theblackdog.com

Share your #lifeofftheleash moments with us @theblackdogmv



Copyright 2021. The Black Dog. All rights reserved.
Original Black Dog drawing by Stephanie Phelan, 1976.

We reserve the right to correct printing errors.
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All the
Fall Feelings

#lifeofftheleash

As a new season eases in, we welcome 

the feel-good vibes that come with its 

change. Thermals brushed to a buttery 

softness, fleece that does double-time 

as a shirt jacket, toasty sherpa-lined 

layers, and of course, our iconic year-

round classics.  Cozy favorites that are 

made for your adventures, whatever 

they may be. Because when you’re this 

comfortable, it’s easy to unleash, 

roam free,  live every moment.
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Tried-and-True
FAVORITES

Off-the-clock style, saturated 
in color and double-brushed 

for irresistible softness.
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LADIES CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS  
Extended Sizing! In our signature double-brushed fleece, 
these sweatshirts will be the ones that you reach for again and 
again.  Classic logo on front, “The Black Dog, ESTD. 1971” on 
the back.  80% Cotton, 20% Polyester.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
Sizes XS-XXL.

CREWNECK  State Green, Polo Grey, Vineyard Plum  L1119  $52

FISHERMAN  Blush, Polo Grey   L893  $56

HOODIE  Coastal Blue, Polo Grey, Rosey   L1130  $58

LADIES MICROFLEECE LOUNGE PANT  Easy pull-on 
style with elastic waist and open bottom leg.  Cocoa Plaid.  
XS-XL  L1192  $48

Tried-and-True
FAVORITES
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CLASSIC HOODIE  Oversized jersey-lined hood 
& kangaroo pocket.  New Blue, Polo Grey, Vintage 
Navy, Island Red,   A195  $74

LEGACY SUPERHEAVYWEIGHT 
SWEATSHIRTS  Extended Sizing!  Classic Black Dog 
logo on front, “The Black Dog, ESTD. 1971 on back. 
80% Cotton, 20% Poly.  Imported.  Sizes XS-XXXL.  
Roomy, unisex sizing, ladies please order down 1-2 sizes 
depending on fit preference.
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What makes a sweatshirt 
a fan favorite for 
over fifty years?

QUALITY MATERIALS
16 oz. of preshrunk cotton/poly fleece 

for superior warmth & comfort

DETAILS MATTER
Rust-resistant antique nickel eyelets 

on hood with heavyweight braided 
drawcord with brushed metal tips

MOTION IN MIND
Gusseted side panels for 

ease of movement

TOUGH STUFF
Heavyweight ribbed
cuffs and waistband

CLASSIC FISHERMAN  Open neck with stand-up collar & 
drawcord.  Kangaroo pocket.  Polo Grey, State Green, Island Red  
A094  $74

CLASSIC CREWNECK  Polo Grey, Sea Blue, Canyon Red 
A196  $64
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Recess

LAYERS
ready

Our kid’s sweatshirts are 
supersoft and cozy, yet 
rugged enough for the 
most active kids!
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CLASSIC HOODIE  Generous lined hood with oversized 
kangaroo style pocket.  Polo Grey, Faded Pink, Sea Blue  
K652  $48

CREWNECK  Classic crewneck styling with ribbed 
trims and sporty “v” insert at neckline.  Polo Grey, 
Lagoon, Vineyard Plum  K650  $44

FISHERMAN  Our iconic “fisherman” silhouette with 
stand-up, open collar and kangaroo pocket on front.  
Washed Red, Butter  K631  $46

KIDS CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS
80% Cotton, 20% Polyester.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
Sizes XS-XL.
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Little ones will love snuggling up in our 
supersoft fleece sweatshirts.  All the quality 
of our classic sweatshirts, just made smaller.   
80% Cotton, 20% Polyester.  Classic Fit.  
Imported.  Sizes 6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5.

LIL KIDS CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS

HENLEY PULLOVER  Easy-fit pullover style 
with three snaps at front placket to allow for 
easy dressing.  Kangaroo pocket, Classic logo on 
front, paw prints down both sleeves.  Polo Grey, 
Blue Haze, Blossom  B433  $32

CREWNECK  Classic crewneck styling with 
rib trims at neck, cuffs, and hem.  Classic logo 
on front. Polo Grey, Coastal Blue, Canyon Red  
B432  $30

FULL ZIP  Adorable paw prints run up the 
sleeve, Classic logo at left chest.  Polo Grey, 
Dewdrop, Butter  B029  $34
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LIL KIDS CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS

Cue in the
CUTE

Cozy first layers, made for 
snuggling, made with quality 

that you can hand down. 
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ALLOVER PRINT ONE PIECE  The cutest base 
layer with long sleeves and full snap front.  Flushed, 
Dewdrop, Oatmeal Heather.  B454   $32

EMPIRE DRESS  Longsleeve empire waist 
dress with solid top and allover print skirt.  
Oatmeal Heather.  B452   $32

Mix and match our perfectly coordinated colors and style 
to create a perfect gift.  100% ringspun combed cotton.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  
Sizes 6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5.

LIL KIDS DOGGIE PRINT COLLECTION

Mix and match colors plus 
an allover puppy print equals 

head-to-toe cute. 

ALLOVER PRINT FULL ZIP CADET  Full 
zip styling for easy layering.  Oatmeal Heather.  
B453   $44
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RAGLAN LONGSLEEVE TEE  
Contrast color sleeves with allover 
print body.  Oatmeal has tonal solid 
sleeves.  Ribbed cuffs.  Dewdrop, 
Flushed, Oatmeal  B451  $24

JERSEY PANT  The perfect classic 
pant in the season’s softest colors.  
Vintage Navy, Rosey, Oatmeal 
Heather  B455   $24
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SHORTSLEEVE CLASSIC  TEESHIRT  
Our iconic favorite, dated on the back making it a one-
of-a-kind collector’s item.  Classic Fit.  Imported.

LIL KIDS  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue 
Haze, Summer Peach, Dewdrop.  6M-5  B428  $20

MENS  Polo Grey, White, Canyon Red, Gull, 
Coastal Blue, Lagoon.  S-XXXL  A190  $28

LADIES  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue 
Haze, Summer Peach, Dewdrop  XS-XXL  L117  $28

KIDS  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue Haze, 
Summer Peach, Dewdrop.  XS-XL  K679  $24

LONGSLEEVE CLASSIC  TEESHIRT  
Classic logo printed on front, “The Black Dog, ESTD 
1971” on back keeps it timeless.  Classic Fit.  Imported.

LIL KIDS  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue 
Haze, Summer Peach, Dewdrop.  6M-5.  B435  $22

MENS  Polo Grey, White, Canyon Red, Gull, 
Coastal Blue, Lagoon.  S-XXXL.  M193  $38

LADIES  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue 
Haze, Summer Peach, Dewdrop.  XS-XXL  L831  $38

KIDS  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard Plum, Blue Haze, 
Summer Peach, Dewdrop  XS-XXL.  K214  $28
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P r e s h r u n k  for  a 
p e r fe c t  f i t  e ve r y 

t i me  you  pu t  i t  on

C u s to m  c olor s 
dye d  e xc lu s ive ly 

for  u s

Un iqu e  pr i nt i n g 
pr o c e s s  c r e a t e s  a 

s of t - to - t he - tou c h 
pr i nt e d  lo go

10 0 % 
P r e m i u m  r i n g s p u n 

c o m b e d  c o t t o n 
f e e l s  l i k e  a 

w e l l - w o r n  f a v o r i t e 
f r o m  d a y  o n e

My Favorite
Teeshirt.

Since 1971, our iconic classic tees 
have been beloved for their superior 
quality and comfort. Custom made, 

just for us, these are the tees you will 
reach for again and again. 

S id e - s e a me d  to 
pr e ve nt  a n n oy i n g 

t w i s t i n g  a n d 
t u g g i n g
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LADIES VINTAGE CARGO JOGGER
These amazingly soft cargo style joggers take sweats 
to the “wear-out” level. Drawstring elastic waist, hip 
pockets.  Classic Fit.  Imported.   XS-XL.  Polo Grey.  
L1129  $44

LADIES BRUSHED SCRIPT VINTAGE 
CREWNECK   
This comfy pullover will be your go-to layer for seasons 
to come. Custom logo at chest, patch at hem.  Classic 
Fit.   XS-XL. Rose Gold Heather.  L1159  $58

LADIES SUNRISE VINTAGE HOODIE  
The perfect layer to slip on for early morning dog 
walks, after Yoga class, or just cozying up by 
the fire.  Ribbed vented hem and figure-friendly 
seam details.  Ribbed cuffs with thumbholes.  
Custom logo on chest, patch at hem. Classic Fit.  
Imported.  XS-XL. Dewdrop Heather.   L1158  
$68
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Vintage
VIBES
Relaxed layers in 

washed-down hues bring 
welcome warmth to the 

cooler days ahead.
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LADIES VINTAGE QUARTER ZIP
Our favorite vintage fleece fabric in a smart 
quarter zip style.  Chevron pattern detailing, 
extended self-fabric cuffs and hem.  Classic 
Fit.  Imported.  XS-XL.  Oatmeal Heather.  
L1160  $64

MENS SCRIPT DOG VINTAGE HOODIE
Hand drawn art printed on back and 
left chest, patch on pocket.  Classic Fit. 
Imported.  XS-XXXL.  Gull Heather.  
M1092  $68

MENS VINTAGE LOUNGE JOGGER
This easy-going pant will be your go-to for all 
day comfort. Classic Fit.  Imported.  XS-XXL.  
Polo Grey.  M1109  $48

MENS VINTAGE QUARTER ZIP 
This comfy pullover will be your go-to 
layer for seasons to come.  Contrast 
zipper tape, ribbed hem and cuffs, 
kangaroo style pocket.  Printed 
logo at left chest, patch on pocket.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  XS-XXXL.  
Oatmeal Heather, Canyon Red 
Heather.  M1094  $68



wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!

Break the Black Dog up into simple shapes.
A few triangles and rectangles will do the trick!

Begin adding some curved lines to your
Black Dog and you’re on your way.

Begin adding the Black Dog’s collar and
complete his tail! Next round off some of 

the corners left behind from step One!

Finish smoothing out the black dogs fur 
but don’t be afraid to leave some rough edges!

Add Black Dog’s eyes, ears and nose 
and you’re done!

Now its your turn!

how to draw the black dog!

wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!
Save this 
page for 

road trips 
or rainy 

days! wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!
wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!

wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!

wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!



wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!

wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!  wwooooff!!
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KIDS VINTAGE POCKET 
CREW  Contrast color 
blocking and pocket.  
Printed logo at chest, patch 
on pocket.   Classic Fit.  
Imported.  XS-XL. Coastal 
Blue Heather, Rose Gold 
Heather.  K692  $48

LIL KIDS VINTAGE 
HENLEY PULLOVER  
Contrast color pocket, hood, 
and trims.  Printed logo at 
chest, patch on pocket.   
Classic Fit.  Imported.  6M-5. 
Rose Gold Heather, Coastal 
Blue Heather.  B444 $42
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This Season’s Must-Have
The Duke’s County 

THERMAL
Brushed on the inside for an 
extra level of coziness, our 

thermals deliver all the comfort 
they promise.
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LADIES DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL NOTCH NECK  
Brushed on the inside for 
a cozy, super soft feeling.  
Slight cropped silhouette with 
drop shoulder and rib knit 
neck, cuffs, and hem. Classic 
Fit.  Imported. State Green, 
Night Sky. XS-XL.  L1181  
$44

MENS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL CREWNECK   
Classic crewneck styling with 
raglan sleeves.  Center chest 
print, patch at hem.  Classic 
Fit  Imported.  Redwood, Dark 
Dusk.  S-XXL.  M1115  $44
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LADIES DUKES COUNTY THERMAL CROP  
Brushed on the inside for a cozy, super soft feeling.  
Slight cropped silhouette with drop shoulder and 
rib knit neck, cuffs, and hem. Classic fit.  Imported. 
Rosey, Dark Dusk.  XS-XL.  L1181  $44

LADIES DUKES COUNTY THERMAL JOGGER 
You may just want to live in these super cozy brushed 
thermal joggers.  Drawstring, elastic waist with easy 
cuffed hem. Classic Fit.  Imported. Dark Dusk.  XS-XL.  
L1179  $48

LADIES BOYFRIEND TEE   Your favorite boyfriend 
tee just got better. We made ours with a distressed scoop 
neckline and side vent details, great for wearing with 
slim jogger pants.  Unique dyeing technique creates a 
weathered look.  Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. 
Sangria, Black, Fatigue.  XS-XL.  L1185  $46

LADIES DORA FLANNEL SHIRT  The softest brushed 
flannel with hidden front button closure, buttoned sided 
vents, and high low hem.  Looks great on its own or 
layered over our boyfriend tee. Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  
Imported. Blue Plaid.  XS-XL.  L1177  $58
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KIDS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL CROP
This slightly cropped longsleeve 
crewneck has rib trim at 
neck,cuffs, and hem and is 
brushed on the inside for 
cozy, soft warmth. Classic Fit.  
Imported. Dewdrop.  
XS-XL.  K693  $38

KIDS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL RAGLAN Classic 
crewneck style in a cozy weight 
that is perfect for layering. 
Classic Fit.  Imported. Night Sky.  
XS-XL.  K694  $38

KIDS SHERPA VEST  Classic 
full zip vest in our plush sherpa 
fleece.  Logo at chest.  Classic 
Fit.  Imported. Birch.  XS-XL.  
K696  $48

KIDS BONDED HOODED 
VEST  This hooded vest is the 
season’s best layer with soft, 
but rugged thermal on the 
outside and cozy sherpa fleece 
on the inside. Logo at chest.  
Classic Fit.  Imported. Black/
Dusk.  XS-XL.  K695  $52

Chilly weather is 
no match for these 
kid-approved, cozy 
sherpa fleece layers. 
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LIL KIDS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL RUFFLE 1/4 ZIP   
Our coziest thermal waffle fabric 
quarter-zip features an adorable 
self fabric ruffle flounce at hem.  
Classic Fit  Imported.  Flushed.  
6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5  
B445  $32

LIL KIDS SHERPA 
COLLECTION
Bundle up your little one in the 
coziness of these fluffy sherpa 
fleece pieces.  In three versatile 
styles, you may just need to grab 
them all!  All styles feature lined 
zipper covers which feels soft 
against little faces. Embroidered 
at left chest with paw print patch 
at hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5.   
Flushed, Greyhound.
1. NAUSET FLEECE VEST  
Full Zip.  B450  $32
2. NAUSET FLEECE 
QUARTER-ZIP  Quarter-zip style 
with kangaroo pocket.  B449  $36
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LIL KIDS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL CLASSIC 1/4 ZIP   
Classic quarter-zip styling in our 
favorite brushed thermal fabric.  
Classic Fit.  Imported.  Dewdrop.  
6M, 12M, 18M, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5. 
B446  $32

LIL KIDS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL LEGGING  Easy 
pull-on style with elastic waist.  
Logo label at waist, “Life off the 
Leash” logo on bum. Classic Fit.  
Imported.  Birch.  6M, 12M, 18M, 
2T, 3T, 4T, 5 . B448  $24

The Snuggle 
is Real

Brushed thermals & lofty 
sherpa make these cozy layers 

play-date essentials
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LADIES MICROFLEECE 
SHACKET   We took a 
classic button front shirt & 
crafted it into an easy shirt 
jacket (aka “skacket”) using 
super soft fleece with just 
enough stretch for ease.  
Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  
Imported. Lagoon/Navy. 
 XS-XL.  L1174  $68

MENS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL HENLEY   
Henley shirts were first 
rumored to be the traditional 
uniform of rowers along the 
Henley-on-Thames.   These 
days, this versatile button-
placket pullover is good-
looking enough to wear 
anytime!  Contrast placket, 
shirttail hem. Classic Fit. 
Imported. Night Sky, Root.  
S-XXL.  M1114  $48

LADIES DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL NOTCH 
NECK  Longsleeve tee 
with stylish notch neck and 
rounded hem.  Classic fit.  
Imported. Night Sky, State 
Green. XS-XL.  L1180 $44

MENS BRUSHED 
BUTTON DOWN SHIRT  
This super-soft brushed 
button front shirt adds 
instant style while keeping 
things laid back. Tortoise-
shell buttons, chest pockets, 
and contrast chambray trim 
inside cuffs and neck.  Left 
chest embroidery.  Logo at 
chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. 
Vintage Navy Heather, State 
Green Heather.  S-XXL.  
M1131  $78
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LADIES BRUSHED 
BUTTON DOWN SHIRT  
This super-soft brushed button 
front shirt adds instant style 
while keeping things laid back. 
Tortoise-shell buttons, chest 
pockets, and contrast chambray 
trim inside cuffs and neck.  Left 
chest embroidery.  Logo at 
chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. 
Dewdrop.  XS-XL.  L1200  $78

MENS MICROFLEECE 
QUARTER ZIP
Contrast color panels give this 
favorite classic fleece quarter 
zip a style upgrade.  Classic Fit.  
Imported. S-XXL. Greyhound/
Steel, Root/Vintage Navy.  
 M1122  $58

LADIES MICROFLEECE 
QUARTER-ZIP  Quarter-zip 
styling with contrast ticking 
stripe inside collar.  Coated 
O-ring zip pull.   Classic Fit.  
Imported. XS-XL.  Dewdrop, 
Steel.    L1190  $58

MENS MICROFLEECE 
SHACKET   We took a classic 
button front shirt & crafted it 
into an easy shirt jacket (aka 
“skacket”) using super soft 
fleece with just enough stretch 
for ease.  Logo at chest.  
Classic Fit.  Imported. Citadel/
Navy.  XS-XXL.  M1108  $72

SWEATSHIRT BLANKET  
Perfect for tailgating, dorm 
rooms, and movie nights, this 
extra-large sweatshirt blanket 
will keep you warm and cozy. 
Also makes a great dog blanket!  
54” X 84”  X659  $39.95
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KIDS MICROFLEECE HOODED SHACKET   We took a classic 
button front shirt & crafted it into an easy shirt jacket (aka “skacket”) 
using super soft fleece with just enough stretch for ease.  Sweatshirt 
fleece hood. Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. Lagoon/Navy, 
Citadel/Navy.  XS-XL.  K697  $58

KIDS SUN STRIPE SHORTSLEEVE TEE   Our classic 100% 
ringspun combed cotton tee with a fun surf-inspired graphic on 
front.  Classic Fit.  Imported. Lagoon.  XS-XL.  K690  $24

VINTAGE ROLLNECK SWEATER  With raglan sleeves and roll 
finish at neck, cuffs and hem for a clean look, this is your wear-with-
everything cotton sweater.  Classic logo at left chest, vintage woven 
patch at hem. Classic Fit. Imported.  Vintage Grey. XS-XL  K705  $58.  
See page 36 for additional sizes.

KIDS  CLASSIC LONGSLEEVE TEE  Polo Grey, Pink Sand, Vineyard 
Plum, Blue Haze, Summer Peach, Dewdrop  XS-XXL.  K214  $28
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VINTAGE ROLLNECK SWEATER COLLECTION
A throwback from our earliest days, this sweater is the perfect  
blend of soft and warm without being heavy. Styled with raglan 
sleeves and roll finish at neck, cuffs and hem for a clean look, 
this is your wear-with-everything sweater.  Classic logo at left 
chest, vintage woven patch at hem. Classic Fit. Imported.  
Vintage Grey.
1.  LADIES  XS-XL.  L1196  $78  2.  MENS    S-XXL.  M1128  $88  
3.  KIDS  XS-XL.  K705  $58  4.  LIL KIDS  6M-5.  B459  $38

MENS MICROFLEECE VEST
Layers easily over your favorite tees, thermals, and flannels.  
Classic Fit.  Imported. S-XXL.  Vintage Navy, Greyhound.   
M1122  $58

MENS ALEC FLANNEL SHIRT  100% slub cotton flannel 
with chest pockets, shirt tale hem and wood-tone buttons, 
a perfect choice for layering as the days cool down. Logo at 
chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. Mineral.  S-XXL.  M1111  $68

CLASSIC SHOPPER TOTE  The durability and softness 
of our classic sweatshirt in a tote bag form! Perfect for runs 
to the farmers’ market or gym. 80% cotton, 20% polyester. 
Imported.  X1552  $38
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Super Sherpa 
Softness

Snuggle into our ultra-plush 
sherpa for unbeatable warmth 

all season long.
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LADIES SHERPA FULL ZIP
Plush sherpa fleece will keep you feeling cozy all season 
long.  Full zip styling allows for easy layering. Classic logo 
embroidered at chest.   Classic Fit.  Imported. XS-XL.  
Cocoa.   L1187  $78

LADIES MICROFLEECE FULL ZIP BOMBER
This stylish bomber style jacket features a fall-fresh plaid 
pattern in our favorite shades of cocoa, rose, and pink.   
Classic Fit.  Imported. XS-XL.  Cocoa Plaid.   L1191  $78

LADIES SHERPA BUTTON FRONT
You will love the added snuggly warmth this versatile sherpa 
fleece layer.  Button down styling easily layers over your 
favorite tees.  Classic embroidery at left chest. Classic Fit.  
Imported.  XS-XL.  Birch, Dark Dusk.  L1188  $78
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LADIES BONDED THERMAL 
SHERPA QUARTER-ZIP  Stylish 
thermal on the outside with plush 
sherpa on the inside.  Quarter-zip 
styling with O-ring zipper pull. Logo at 
chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. Fatigue.   
XS-XL.  L1186  $72
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LADIES SLOUCHNECK PULLOVER   Textured french terry cowl 
neck with just enough chic to go places sweatshirts can’t on a chilly day.  
Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  Imported. Brown, Red.  XS-XL.  L1184  $58

MENS BONDED THERMAL VEST  Rugged, yet soft thermal on 
the outside with plush sherpa on the inside. The perfect layer over 
this season’s flannels and waffle tees. Logo at chest.  Classic Fit.  
Imported. Black/Dusk.  S-XXL.  M1121  $62

CANVAS BASKET TOTE  Somewhere between a durable wine and 
cheese picnic tote and a stylish beach bag, this tote is the perfect 
companion wherever you’re headed.  Wicker bottom with canvas body 
and synthetic leather straps. 14.17 x 11.42 x 13. X1566  $58

WINE BOTTLE BASKET TOTE  The perfect hostess gift or picnic 
tote.  Holds one wine bottle.  Wicker bottom with canvas body and 
strap.  X1563  $38
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Weekend
Adventure 

Ready
Sharp looking layers that 
keep the cold out and the 

outdoor fun going.
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LADIES CLASSIC HOODED 
PUFFER JACKET  This jacket 
proves that you don’t have to 
sacrifice warmth for weight.  This 
ultra-lightweight, water-resistant 
jacket is the perfect go-anywhere 
layer.  Poly-fill quilted channels with 
princess seams. On-seam pockets 
lined in microfleece for extra warmth. 
Left chest pocket holds cards, keys, 
and more.   Classic Fit.  Imported. XS-
XL.  Black.   L1197  $98

MENS MICROFLEECE 
QUILTED JACKET  Microfleece 
sleeves keep the look casual while 
the poly-filled zig zag quilted 
channels add instant warmth and 
style to this lightweight jacket.  
Microfleece lined hand-warmer 
pockets.    Classic Fit.  Imported. 
S-XXL.  Black   M1124  $78

MENS DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL CREWNECK   
Classic crewneck styling with raglan 
sleeves.  Center chest print, patch 
at hem.  Classic Fit.  Imported.  
Redwood, Dark Dusk.  S-XXL.  
M1115  $44

LADIES DUKES COUNTY 
THERMAL CROP  Brushed on the 
inside for a cozy, super soft feeling.  
Slight cropped silhouette with drop 
shoulder and rib knit neck, cuffs, and 
hem. Classic Fit.  Imported. Rosey, 
Dark Dusk.  XS-XL.  L1181  $44

WEEKENDER CANVAS TOTE  
Whether you are visiting family an 
friends for the weekend or headed 
off on an impromptu adventure, our 
canvas Weekender is your go-to 
travel bag.  Top zip closure, inside zip 
pocket, and two standard wallet size 
pockets.  20 oz. canvas with leather 
handles and adjustable shoulder 
strap.   15” H x 28” W x 10” D   
X1599  $90
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BLACK DOG CADETS AND NOVELTY TEES  
Our favorite 100% ringspun combed cotton tees in versatile shortsleeve, 
longsleeve, and hooded styles.  Grab one, grab them all!
In sizes for the entire family.  Classic Fit.  Imported.
TOP ROW:  MENS  BURGEE CREW CADET  Coastal Blue.   S-XXL.  M1099  
$48 |  MENS SLOGAN DOG SHORTSLEEVE TEE   Canyon Red.  S-XXL.  
M1104  $28.  
SECOND ROW:  MENS VINTAGE RUM CADET  Gull  S-XXL.  M1100  $48 
|   MENS CLASSIC CADET  Canyon Red, BD Navy, Polo Grey, Coastal Blue.  
S-XXL.  M1080  $48 | MENS SINCE 1971 SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Cape Blue.  
S-XXL  M1103.  $28
THIRD ROW:  LADIES MOLLIE SCRIPT SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Lagoon.  XS-XL.  
L1167  $28 | LADIES SUNRISE STICKER CADET  BD Navy.  XS-XL.  L1163.  
$46 | LADIES CLASSIC CADET  Wintergreen, Berry Punch.  XS-XL.  L1142.  
$46.
BOTTOM ROW:  LADIES SLOGAN DOG SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Sugarcube.  
XS-XL.  L1169  $28 | KIDS SCRIBBLE SUN SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Washed 
Red.  XS-XL.  K689  $24 | KIDS CLASSIC CADET  Polo Grey, Berry 
Punch, BD Navy, Wintergreen.  XS-XL.  K644  $38 | KIDS STRIPE SUN 
SHORTSLEEVE TEE  Lagoon. XS-XL.  K690  $24
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The graphics that 
capture life off the leash
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UP ISLAND COLLECTION  Made in the USA, our colorful custom collars 
are made for comfort with a plastic buckle and brass D-Ring. 1 in. wide.  
Leash measures 6 ft. long with loop handle.  A. COLLAR  (shown top to 
bottom) Mini Dog Pink, Mini Dog Red (D242), Winter Fun (D345), Holiday 
Plaid (D347), Best Ever (D315), Pirate (D323) , Beach Fun (D317), Funny 
Fish (D321).  XS-XL (see size chart online). $26.  B. 6 FT. LEASH Mini Dog 
Pink, Mini Dog Red (D243) Winter Fun (D346), Holiday Plaid (D348), Best 
Ever (D316), Pirate (D324), Beach Fun (D318), Funny Fish (D322)  $32

DOG IN 
COLLAR 
PHOTO 
HERE

REFLECTIVE COLLECTION  Adjustable ribbon collar options either as 
a standard collar or as a limited slip collar. 6 ft long bungee style leash. Made 
in the USA.   A. COLLAR  (shown top to bottom) Palest Pink, Red.  S-XL (see 
size chart online).  D012  $30.  B. 6 FT. LEASH  Palest Pink, Red  D014  $48
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Pamper your pup with 
this fleecy, comfy mat that 
goes just about anywhere.

Did someone say 
“Fluffy?”

HUGGLEFLEECE® MAT  
Made for us by Hugglehounds®, 
this HuggleFleece® Mat is made 
of dense, synthetic lambswool and 
features the same great attributes 
of natural lambswool, keeping 
dogs comfortable while perfectly 
cushioning joints and regulating 
body temperature. Constructed 
with durable seams that are strong, 
and difficult to rip apart. It can be 
washed endlessly without clumping, 
and dries in a snap!  Imported.  
Natural.  26in x 42in.  D333  $68
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DOGGIE BOW TIE  
When the attire calls for 
something a little more classy. 
This bowtie is designed to attach 
over any dog collar.  Machine 
washable.  Made in the USA.  
D334  $25

Dressed up and 
everywhere to go.
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ALL NATURAL DOG BONES  Made locally for us in 
three flavors and two sizes to please all kinds of dogs. 
In resealable poly bag. Wheat, soy, & corn free.  Bacon, 
Cheese, Peanut Butter. 1. 32 MINI BONES  D305  $8.95.  
2. 20 4 in. LARGE BONES  D306 $11.95

STAINLESS STEEL DOG BOWL  Constructed of 
stainless steel with removable rubber ring for easy cleaning.  
Durable quality and rust-resistant. Hand wash only. Logo 
etched on side. Holds 19 oz. Top diameter 6.5 in., bottom 
diameter 8.5 in.  D341 $28

FOLDING TRAVEL BOWL  Don’t let your dog go hungry 
or thirsty while out and about. Collapse into a zippered 
pouch to easily fit in a pocket or backpack. Waterproof 
liner.  Lightweight.  Machine washable, air dry.  Made in the 
USA.  D312 $22

DOG TREAT BAG  Take your pup’s favorite treats on the 
go. Great for everyday outings, trainings, and drool-worthy 
cuteness.  Waterproof liner.  Drawstring closure.  Carabiner 
attached for easy clip on.  Holds up to 1 cup of dog treats.  
Made in the USA.  D313 $20

ZIPPERED POOP BAG POUCH  Conveniently store your 
pup’s poop bags on your leash for easy access when nature 
calls. Dispenser holds a roll of poop bags.  D314  $14 
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RECYCLED FIREHOSE TOYS  Floatable, non-toxic, made 
in the USA toys. The material is made from professional grade 
“Made in USA” virgin fire hose.  Sourced before rubber or glue is 
introduced to the hose, this pure fabric is treated with all-natural, 
non-toxic dyes.  1.  UFO TOY (X1513)  Yellow.  X1513  $24.95  
2.  WIGGY TUG TOY  Red.  X1511  $21.95   3.  DOUBLE TUG TOY 
Blue, Red, Yellow, Orange.  D182   $19.95

RUFF TEX DOGGIE BALL    Made for us by 
Hugglehounds®, our RuffTex toys are constructed with thick-
walled latex and have excellent tear-resistance and tensile 
strength. Bounceable, stretchy, squeezable, ball-like creatures 
made from all-natural materials. 1.  LARGE  Black.  4 in. round.  
D300  $13.   2.  SMALL  Black, Brown, Yellow.  Approximately 
2.5 in. round.  D229  $7

SAILCLOTH DOG TOY BIN    Your pup will love pulling 
their favorite toys from this bin and you will love how cute it 
will look in your home!  Made of 100% Poly-cotton sailcloth. 
Machine washable.  10” H x 16” Round.  D331  $30

HUGGLEFLEECE BONE   HuggleHounds® HuggleFleece® 
is made of dense, synthetic lambswool and features the 
same great attributes of natural lambswool. Constructed with 
durable seams that are strong and difficult to rip apart. It can 
be washed endlessly without clumping, and dries in a snap! 
This toy also includes an “invincible squeaker...keeps on 
working even if punctured. Approximately 24” Tall x 12” Wide 
x 6” Deep. D332  $15
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Playtime just got better with 
these made-to-last toys.

Made for a tail-waggin’ 
good time
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Out of one Sailing Captain’s love for the sea, his island home, 
and of course, his dog, The Black Dog brand was born.  Our 
Founder’s Collection celebrates our fiftieth anniversary with 

a Limited Edition series honoring The Black Dog Legacy.

T H E  B L A C K  D O G
H A L F  C E N T U R Y

Founder’s Collection

HALF CENTURY 
HEAVYWEIGHT SWEATSHIRT
A sweatshirt 50 years in the making!  Our Half 
Century heavyweight sweatshirt features a unique 
logo applique on front, plus custom patches, labels, 
and embroidery throughout. Classic Fit. Imported.  
Oatmeal Heather.
1.  MENS  XS-XXXL.  A192  $86
2.  LADIES    XS-XL.  L1120  $76
3.  KIDS  XS-XL.  K681  $68

HALF CENTURY MUG
Full wrap-around print features the icons that have 
symbolized our brand for a half century. 15oz.
ceramic mug with blue interior.  Dishwasher/
microwave safe.  Made in the USA.  X1506  $15

HALF CENTURY BEACH TOWEL
Gets softer and softer with each wash.  Comes 
rolled with a ribbon.  35 in. x 70 in.  100% cotton.  
Made in the USA.  X1528  $46
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THE BLACK DOG CATALOG
24 Patterson Brook Road
West Wareham, MA 02576
1.800.626.1991

CONTACT US:  1.800.626.1991 • customerservice@theblackdog.com
EMAIL:  Sign up for emails & special promotions at theblackdog.com 
VISIT OUR MOBILE FRIENDLY SITE: Shop anytime at theblackdog.com 
FIND A BLACK DOG GENERAL STORE:  Visit theblackdog.com/locations

FREE CLASSIC CANVAS TOTEBAG  with orders over $175
Order online at theblackdog.com, call us toll-free at 800-626-1991, or visit one of our 25+ Black Dog General Stores.


